
Math - 7th Grade Packet 2

Students-

| hope you and yourfamilies are doing good. Please know that | miss ya’ll and all of ya’ll

are in my prayers. A few things. We are going to continue with balancing multi step equations.If

you have not watchedit yet, | posted a few videos of me going over someofthe last packets

homework problems. | am going to continue to try and do this as much as possible.Like in

class,| will be selecting the problems| find best demonstrate the skill of the lesson. If you want

me to go over somespecific problems do not hesitate to email me the page number and

problem with a description of what you find confusing or concerning.

Second, please concentrate right now onthe specific skill of balancing the problem. We

will be going more and moreinto the word problems this week but please make sure you are

first solving the problemsbasically,first in number form then in word form (word problems). The

worksheets along with your textbook HW reflect this goal. The worksheets Pg 129 and 132 are

good review sheets. Try to do them first.

Third, Pg 196 A and 196 is an extension of the previous lesson. For Pg 196 A, keepit

simple. Look at the problem as

a Numberof shirts Times (Original Price once Coupon Price) Equals Final Cost
8 a} Oo \ ..

aahies, Xes oSCir.donanwage = “Tek Code

If you are able to navigate the review worksheets, 6.4 going further , move on to Pg 197 and Pg

201 gaging your competenceof the previous lessons.

Lastly, I'm aware that the answers are not posted in the back of the book that's why|

attached the answersto the packet. Try to do each page without looking at the answers.

Especially the worksheets and the Ready to Go Pagesin your book

Day 1: Worksheet Pg 129

Day 2: Worksheet Pg 132

Day 3: Start going further 6.4 on pg 196 A. Read and do problems.

Day 4: Pg 196 B

Day 5: Pg 197

Day 6: Pg 201  





  

 

Name Date Class

   
    

    

  

  
  

One-Step Equations with Rational Coefficients
Er Reteach

Using Addition to Undo.Subtraction Using Subtraction to Undo Addition

Addition “undoes” subtraction. Adding the Subtraction “undoes” addition. Subtracting a

same numberto both sides of an equation numberfrom both sides of an equation

keeps the equation balanced. keeps the équation balanced.

x-5=-6.9 n+ 22-15
y-5+5=-6.34+5

4

x=-1.3 neo2-15-23
4 4 4

n= 152.
4

Be careful to identify the correct number that is to be added or

“subtracted from both sides of an equation. The numbers and variables

can move around, as the problems show.  
Solve using addition or subtraction.

 

4. e=m-2 2. 3.94+f=45 3. 10=-3.1 +/

Multiplication Undoes Division Division Undoes Multiplication

| To “undo” division, multiply both sides of an To “undo” multiplication, divide both sides of

| equation by the numberin the denominator of

—

an equation by the numberthatis multiplied

a problem like this one. by the variable as shownin this problem.

M _¢ 4.5p = 18

8 45p_18,
3x" 3x6 45 4.5

3

m= 18

Notice that decimals and fractions can be handled this way, too.

Solve using division or multiplication.

(4,2 2 | 5. 0.35w=-7 6, -2
"OA 6

Original content Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Name ‘ Date ‘ Class

Writing Two-Step Equations
ica3 Practice and Problem Solving: A/B

 

Model each two-step operation by drawing algebratiles.

1. 3m+5=8

 

2. -2x -3 =5.

 

Write an equation to represent each problem.

3. The sum offifteen and six times a numbert is eighty-one. What
is the number?

  4. An electrician charges $40 to come to your house. She also charges
$55 for each hourthat she works. The electrician charges youa total
of $190. How many hours doestheelectrician work at your house?
Use hf for the numberof hours.

  
 

5. A taxi charges $1.75 plus a-fee of $0.75 for each mile traveled. The
total cost of a ride, without a tip, is $4.75. How many milesis the trip?
Use m for the numberof miles traveled.

 

 
Original content Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Additions and changesto the original contentare the responsibility of the instructor.
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b. 4(5d + 3c); Answerswill vary.

Sample answer: The factor 5d + 3c
showsthat for every 5 drills purchased,
3 chargers were purchased.

c. The un-factored expression, 20d + 12c,

gives the total amountpaid for both drills
and chargers. The factored form of
20d + 12¢ whichis 4(5d + 3c) gives a
quick way to see how many chargers (3)

are sold when a certain numberof drills
(5) are sold.

Successfor English Learners

1.104 3n

2. Three times the price of a pizza and two
drinks showsfactoring, since it can be
represented as the product of two
factors—3 and p + 2d. Sample answers:

3p + 6d; 3(p + 2d)

3. 3(p + 2d) = 3p + 6d

LESSON 6-2

Practice and Problem Solving: A/B

4
{.n=13—

3

2.y=1.6

3.a= 24

4A.v=-3

5
:—-=
 

=—11(11); f=-121

(m=1.5

8. ase r= 1,000

9, 1-8 =-13
3

10. -12.3f= -73.8

11.10=7T+12; T=-1°C

12, 3.2d= 48; d= 15 days won
roa

13, 15t = 193.75; t= $12.92 (oA4e nearest 7K
cent)

14, 4¢24; g=3miB04 OG
Re?

Original content Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harco'

wat
pasties

Practice and Problem Solving: C

1.x=5—
3

.m=7.4

9.a. 5h = 37.5, h=7.5; She worked 7.5 h

on average perday.

b. $118.125; She made $118.13 per
day.

2 4
10. or eX= Ty Xe4 He doubled the

recipe.

11. 32432 = e4. 71 addition;
3 3 3 3

4
32 02=6—= 7A. multiplication
3 3. «3

42. 1.89x #6; x #3: She bought3 bottles.

13. 38.4 in = 3.2 ft; 15.3 -x=3.2, x=12.1;
The piece he cut was 12.1 feet long.

Practice and Problem Solving: D

1.8: 8:19

3; 3; 1

5:5: 3

7; 7; -21
a

3x—=3x5;15
3

. 4.5: 4.5; 6 ve

5/8;30 427
7.35;7.38;4pc

peony{10°x; 180°.To.70°

10. miles; gallon; 72.9, 2.7, 27; 27

a
k
w
O
N

“
e
e

\ Reteach

4.m=6
8 2.t=-0.6

 

a
Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility of the instructope

 

 

  



   

6.a=-6 |

Reading Strategies

  
P_ . aoe wel 8 XS = -2x 8; =18

eCeT eAET

2.1.5—1.5+q=-0.6 - 1.5; 2.1

 

 

3, -9.5a _ a A

95 -95

4. 14v = 269.50. 14v 269.50. v= $19.25
14 14

S, S9=18; ex og = 4x18, g= 24 games

Successfor English Learners
1. The “7.2” has to be written as “7.20” so it

will have the same numberof decimal
places as “3.84.”

2. a can be written as wt so _1 isa
—3 3 3
rational numbercoefficient.

3. a could be written as I or as 0.25x.

LESSON 6-3

Practice and Problem Solving: A/B
 

  
 

 

  
3. 6f+ 15 = 81

4. 40 + 55h = 190

5. 1.75 + 0.75m = 4,75

Practice and Problem Solving: C  

2. I-8_5
3

4.12.3 + 5.013d = 15,302

Z+22

Zz

6. 75 + 255¢ = 1,605

5, =12 

Practice and Problem Solving: D |
1.   

 

  
, hedd 

  
 

 

ASOw
gueoe

agngae
Sao 9e8

 

 
  

 

 

    
4,3d+5=17

5. 40 + 25m = 240- . ;

6.104 7r=45

Reteach

1.21+5f=61

2. 7)+17 =87

3. 18 + 0.05n = 50.50

4. 40 + 30s = 220

Reading Strategies

1. Equation: 50 -5n=15

Numberof steps and description:
Two steps: Multiply a number n by 5, and
subtract the result from 50.

2. Equation: m+ 8 = 27

Numberof steps and description:
One step: Add 8 to a number m.

3. Equation: 4b + 3 = 23

Numberof steps and description:
Twosteps: Multiply a number b by 4, then
add 3. ;

4. Equation: 157= 90

Numberof steps and description:
One step: Multiply a number Fby 15.

Original content Copyright © by HoughtonMifflin Harcourt. Additions and changesto the original contentare the responsiblity of the instructor, 
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3. /= 13.1

4A.y=12

5. w=-—20

6.a=-6 __e

Reading Strategies

1. 8x2=-2%8:-16
8 P

2.1.5-1.5+q=-0.6-1.5:-2.1
3. ~9.5a_ -38—38 4

9.5 9.5’

4, 14v = 269.50; 14Y _ 269-50.) gig95
“44. 14

5. <9 =18; a xag =o x18 g = 24 games

Success for English Learners
1. The “7.2” has to be written as "7.20"so it

will have the same numberof decimal
paces as “3.84.”

2. — canbe written as -a so “4 is a
— panEEOLOTINTRAAIRESNa,
peot SPU

«ational number coefficient oe
wg

SoA NStly, “Stn,ee

3.ah could be written as i or as 0.Dx,

LESSON6-3

Practice and Problem Solving: AIB
1.
 

  
 

 

    
3. 6f+ 15 = 81

4.40 + 55h = 190

5. 1.75 + 0.75m = 4,75

Practice and Problem Solving: C

 

Original content Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility 2
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3, =8 5
3

4.12.3 + 5.013d = 15.302

Z+22

Zz

6. 75 + 255c¢ = 1,605

 

5. =12 

Practice and Problem Solving: D

1.
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4,3d+5=17

5. 40 + 25m = 240 |

6. 10+ 7r=45

Reteach

1.21+5f=61

“2.it 17 = 87

3:Te 0.05n = 50.50

4, 40 30s = 220

ReadingStrategies

1. Equation: 50 —5n = 15

r of steps and description:Numb

Two steps: Multiply a number n by
subtract the result from 50.

2, Equation: m+ 8 = 27

Numberof steps and description

One step: Add 8 toa number m.

3équation: 4b+3=23 |
Numberof steps and descriptio

4. Equation: 15f= 90 :

Numberof steps and descriptto
Onestep: Multiply a number|

 



  

3./=13.1

 

4.y=12

5. w= —20

6.a=-6 __.

Reading Strategies

1. 8x =-2x8:-16

2.1.5-1.5+q=-0.6 — 1.5; -2.1

3, 79:54 _ 38. 4
-9.5 -9.5

4. 14v = 269.50; TAY. _ 269.50. V= $19.25
14 14

5. S9= 18; oxo = 5x18 g= 24 games

Success for English Learners

1. The “7.2” has to be written as “7.20”so it

will have the same numberof decimal
places as “3.84.”

2. a can be written as ta so mm isa
3 3 3

rational numbercoefficient.

3. aK could be written as ; or as 0.25x.

LESSON6-3

Practice and Problem Solving: A/B

1.
 

  
 

 

    
3, 6f+ 15 = 81

4. 40 + 55h = 190

5. 1.75 + 0.75m = 4.75

Practice and Problem Solving: C

4 P+T _  =3
12

9, 184
g+1

sat siruc
Original content Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Additions and changesto the original content are the responsibility ofthe In
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Practice and Problem Solving: p

1.

4,

5.

6.

Reteach

1.

2.

3.

4,

Reading Strategies

1.

o
O

. Equation: m+ 8 = 27

. Equation: 46 + 3 = 23

. Equation: 15f= 90

 

    
   

  

   

     
    

   
 

ok

12.3 + 5.013d = 15.302

Z+22

Zz
75 + 255c = 1,605

12

 

   
 

  
   

   
3d+5=17

40+ 25m = 240 .

104+ 7r=45

21 + 5f=61
7j+17=87
18 + 0.05n = 50.50
40 + 30s = 220

Equation: 50 —- 5n=15

Numberof steps and description:

Two steps: Multiply a number n by 5, an
subtract the result from 50. :

Numberof steps and description:

One step: Add 8 to a number ™m.

Number of steps and description:

Two steps: Multiply a number 6 by
add 3.

  

Numberof steps and description: .

One step: Multiply a number fby 15



  
  

  

     13.GF.6.4
: Students wall Identify
: slllarities and differe,
! otarthmetc and algeb
: solutions,

Arithmetic and_
Algebraic Solutions     

  

a EXPLOREACTIVITY.
i
iEngage | Comparing Solution ‘Methods

« «SEaes Chris has a coupon for $1,50 off the price of each T-shirt purchased. Heuses
b ESSENTIALQUESTION | ; the coupon and pays $47.50forfive T-shirts, Complete Parts A andB to find
— ~~ the original price of a T-shirt without the coupon by two methods, 6
vat are the similarities and differences of
thmetic and algebraic solutions? In both, you 5
2 the same operationsto solve, but the $47, 50 | 5 |=[ $9.50} Divide $47.50by___— _tofindthe. . . an a purchageprice ofeach T-shirt with acoupon,rebraic method showstherelationship ofthe
knownto other values as you solve, ($0.50

|

5050 |[$150}-[511.00} Add 91.50 to find the original price of
each T-shirt without the coupon.

i Bs Work backward using arithmeticto find the original price of a T-shirt.

stivate the Lesson

k: How doesthe sequenceofoperations in an
‘hmetic and an algebraic solution of a problem \B) Usealgebra to find the original price of a T-shirt,
npare? Begin the Explore Activity to find out.

 The original price of a T-shirt without the couponis $11.00 :

5(p — 1,50) = 47,50 Write an equation in which gis the original price.

5(ip~150)_ 47,50 5
Divide both sides b: .

Explore GG (5] vide both sides by

PLORE:ACTIVITY = 150= 950
- +{t50) {1.50} Add 1.50 to both sides,

=| 11,00 |

The original price of a T-shirt without the coupon is 311.00 :

cus on Modeling
/e students analyze a word problem and write
equation in words before substituting values.
Part B, you might write the following word  

@
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lation: | Reflect
Original price / | 1. What was the sequenceofoperations you performed In Part A? How did thisNumberof irins vom, on Final | sequence compareto the sequencein Part B?

Pp Diviced $47.50 by 5, then added $1.50; the sequenceis the
o | , . :i same in both parts, but in Part B the operations are done toi p p

i
mmunicating Math bothsides of an equation.

sent the following situation to students: The
eys paid $57for 4 tickets to a waterpark after
‘ing a $4.25 discount on eachticket.

Going Further 6.4 19

 
'e students complete the following sentence to
cribe what happensto the original price t of a

 

: oe er " ; EXPLOREACTIVITYet in this situation: Start with the price tand ... . - sone . be nes
et the amountpaid, $57. subtract $4.25 then DOK 1 Recall The arithmetic solution |is also calledworking backwar
tiply by 4 . _

_

why doyou think this is? Youstart with known values

n have students complete the following workbabackto© theunknownvalue, .
tence to explain howtofind the price of each )DOK2 Skills/Concepts What wil be the equationif the total purchaseprice o
at: Start with the total paid, $57, and... to find five T-shirts is the same but each couponis for $1 off?’originalprice for each ticket. divide by 4 then will be thevalue of p? S(p—== 47.50; 91 0.50
$4.25 ,

Gi) DOK

3

Strategic Thinking Whatother arithmetic method could you use to5 solve
problem? Sample answer: Add 5($1,50)to $47.50to fir
the total original cost, $55, and then divide by 5 to get

lly, have studentsfind the original price of
ticket. $18.56

BITESTOT REE RETTT

3A Going Further 6.4 _ LEVELED QUESTIONS: Approaching Level | (2) On Level| @) Beyond Level

 



 

 

 

   

 

Arithmetic and
Algebraic Solutions

   

|EMPLOREACTIVITY |

Comparing Solution Methods
Chris has a couponfor $1.50 off the price of each T-shirt purchased, He uses
the coupon and pays $47.50 for five T-shirts. Complete Parts Aand B to find
the original price of a T-shirt without the coupon by two methods,    

   

   

  
  

Whatare the similarities and differences of
arithmetic and algebraic solutions? In both, you
use the same operationsto solve, but the
algebraic method showstherelationshipof the
unknownto other values as yousolve,

‘AS Work backward using arithmetic to find the original price of a T-shirt.
547,50 (5 . _ [250] Divide $47.50by?to f> ac purchase price of each T-shirt wit

panepenn eeenereneenn,  aernenenns
[s9.s0 |+{ $1.50]={§11.00} Add 31.50 to fine the origina

each T-shirt without the coupon.
Motivate the Lesson
Ask: How doesthe sequenceof operations in an
arithmetic and an algebraic solution of a problem \B) Use algebra to find the original price of a T-shirt.
compare? Begin the Explore Activity to find out. 5(p — 1.50) = 47,50

i

The otiginal price of a T-shirt without the couponis $11.00 .
i . oo

Write an equationin which pts the original price,

 Spat4750 Divide both sides by 2Explore (5) {5} a

EXPLORE'ACTIVITY p-150= 9,50

+ET5SOF + 1.50] Add_1:59_toboth sides,

p=(11.00]
Theoriginal price of a T-shirt without the couponis 311.00 ,

Reflect

1. What was the sequenceof operations you performedIn Part A? How did this
sequence compare to the sequence In Part B?

Divided $47.50 by 5, then added $1.50; the sequenceis the

same in both parts, but in Part B the operations are done ti

Have students analyze a word problem andwrite
an equation in words before substituting values.
For Part B, you mightwrite the following word
equation:

Number of .,Original price Final
T-shirts “*minus coupon cost

 

 Focus on Modeling
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Explain
t

|
; Communicating Math

qd Presentthe followingsituation to students: The ee Go
Farleys paid $57 for 4 tickets to a waterpark after |
getting a $4.25 discount on each ticket.

 

  both sides of an equation.

Have students complete thefollowing sentence to  

 

 

describe what happensto theoriginalprice t of a EXPLORE ACTIVITY
it ticket in this situation: Start with the price tand... Sree
a to get the amountpaid, $57, subtract $4.25 then @y) DOK 1 Recall The arithmetic solutionis also called work
: multiply by 4 : . why do youthinkthis is? You start with kn

Then have students complete the following ; . workbackto the unknownvalue, os aero
A sentenceto explain how to find the price of each (oi) DOK 2 Skills/Concepts Whatwill be the equationif the total purc

Be ticket: Start with the totalpaid, $57, and... to find five T-shirts is the same but each coupon|
: the originalprice for each ticket. divide by 4 then will be the value of p? 5(p—1) = 47.50; $1¢

i acid $4.25 @) DOK Strategic Thinking What other arithmetic method could you
Finally, have studentsfind the originalprice of : problem? Sample answer: Add 5($1.50) to
eachticket. $18.50 thetotal original cost, $55, and then divid:

wo ee wen rime etic ae yt yeecpgcreenageaetgeEETETE 
| 196A Going Further 6.4 _ LEVELED QUESTIONS: Approaching Level | @) On.Level | (i) Beyond Level



 
 

 

4. Layla buys a turkey and 3 cans of soup at the grocery store for a total of $20.75.

The turkey costs $15.50, Whatis the cost of each can of soup?

a. Show how to find the cost of each can of soup using arithmetic.

90.75 — 15.50 = 5.25; 5.25 + 3 = 1.75; each can of soup costs $1.75,

b. Show howtofind the costs of each can of soup using algebra.

Write an equation: 3s + 15.50 = 20.75. Subtract 15,50 from both sides:

35 = 5.25, Divide both sides by 3:5 = 1.75. Each can of soup costs $1.75.

«. Compare the solution methodsin Parts a and hb,” .

In both methods, you subtract $15.50 then divide by 3 to get $1.75.

The algebraic method uses an equation to help guide the solution.

2. Carlos pays for dinner with a friend, He uses a coupon for $5 off the price of dinner,

before taxes are applied. The taxrate is 8%. The total cost for dinner after the coupon and

taxes is $30.78. Whatis the originalprice of dinner before the coupon and taxes?

a. What operation would you dofirst to salve this problemusing arithmetic? Why?

Divide the total cost by 1.08; applying tax to the costis the last step in

b. Write an equation relating the original price of dinner d and thetotal costafter

the coupon andtaxes.Identify thefirst step you would use to solve the equation

and the meaning ofthe result of that step.

Sample answer: 1.08(d — 5) = 30.78; divide bothsides of the equation

by 1.08 to get the costof dinner with the coupon but before taxes.

¢. Show how to find the orlginalprice of dinner using any method.

Sample answer: 30.78 + 1.08 = 28.50; 28.50 -+ 5,00 = 33.50; $33.50

3. Toby's buckethasa leak. The bucket starts with 5 gallons of water. After 7.5 minutes,

there are only 2.5 gallons of waterin the bucket.The equation 5 + 7.5r= 2.5

represents this situation, whereris the rate of change of water in the bucket. Suppose

you usearithmetic to find the rate of change. How can the equation help guide your

steps? Whatare the steps and what does the result of each step represent?

 

sequencefor the arithmetic solution. First subtract the original volume

from the final volume to find the change in the volume of waterinthe

bucket:2.5 — 5 = —2.5 gal. Then divide by the timeto find therate of

calculating total cost, so it is the first step to undo when working backward.

The sequence of operationsto solve the equation will be the sameas the ) change in the volume of water in the bucket: —2.5 + 7.5 = 1 gal/min.

196B unit 3
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Elaborate

Talk AboutIt
Summarize the Lesson

Ask: Compare and ¢

problem arithmetic:
problem algebraically. Same
methods use the same oper
solution. Using an algebraic
students to avoid errors and
may not be obvious using a

 

Evaluate

Engage with the Whitel
Xl Have a volunteer writ

=) algebraic solution for
board using the Distributive

whatthe distribution show:

Questioning Strategies
Explain how you know whe
Exercise 3 is positive or ne
change in volumeis negati

negative.

GUNhedn eee neens Dn penance erat aenMnareAanen ge agenene saad

TEACHER TO TEACH

Cooperative Learning|
groupsofthree. In each
student write a real-wor
solved using a two-step
second student solve th
arithmetic. Have a third

problem using an equal

group discuss the mear 
ence nese semen Pen see reneneaeeeheeEsnand shen dad Guses

RITTER

LESSON QUIZ
Jill bought 4 copiesof
book and 1 hardcover
$24.50. She paid a tot

1. Show how to work k

arithmetic to find th

book, 56.30 — 24.50

31,80 + 4 = 7.95;$7

2. Write and solve an é

sin dollars of each s
As + 24.50 = 56,30;  



 
 



 

 

io On?

) On? assessment online, and

iring, feedback, and customized

richment.

Personal Math Trainer

Online Assessment

and Intervention

’ Module 6 Posttest
 

dsurces

Digital Teacher Resources

Go online for module-level

reSOUTCES.

Assessment Resources

» Module 6 Quiz: B, p.35
*Module 6 Quiz: D, p37
 

 

 

Personal
Math Trainay|

6.1 Algebraic Expressions Online Assessment}:and intervention I

4. The Science Club wenton a two-dayfield trip, The fitst day the members "&
paid $60 for transportation plus $15 perticket to the planetarium.
The second daythey paid $95 for transportation plus $12 perticket to the
geology museum, Write an expression to represent thetotal cost for two days

for the n members ofthe club. 27n +155

6.2 One-Step Equations with Rational Coefficients

Solve,

2 h+97=-97_ N= —194

4, —15==—0.2k k=75

6. ~2m=-12___ m= 18

6.5 Writing Two-Step Equations

8. Jerry started doing sit-ups every day. The first day he did 15 sit-ups.
Every dayafter that he did 2 moresit-ups than he had donethe previousday.

Today Jerry did 33 sit-ups. Write an equation that could be solvedtofind
the numberof days Jerry has been doing sit-ups, not counting the first day,

2d+15=
 

6.4 Solving Two-Step Equations

Solve,

9, 5n+8=43 n=7 — t0,.%-7=4___ Y= 66

11. 8W— 15=57 w=9 12, $4 11=25 g=42 —

13, £22 = -25 14.494 19=11__ P= 2

ESSENTIAL QUESTION|
a,
15. How can you use two-step equations to represent and solve real-world

problems?

Sample answer: Analyze the situation to determine how to modelit

using a two-step equation. Solve the equation, Interpret the solution
 

   

 

a if students have mastered the concepts covered jin this module.

rcises: ContentFocus.

1 Algebraic Expressions

Baty ew oe

 

7 One-Step Equations‘with Rational Coefficients

8WritingTwo-Step Equations

Oy PereENE Ye SeTEeeeTRESEaat

14 :“SolvingTwo-StepEquations

dule 6

amr Reviewwith DifferentiatedInstruction

6.1 Reteach
6.1 Reading Strategies
6.1 Success for EnglishLearners
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6.3 Reading Strategies
633 Success forEnglishLearners
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EMAWMIPLE 3x=24 xis multiplied by 3.

: x 24 Use the inverse operation,division.

Personal Math Trainer y=8 Divide both sides by 3.

. : Z+6 6 ts added to z.

, Online Assessment and | -6 =- Use the inverse operation, subtraction,

Intervention : Zz Subtract 6 from both sides.

: Solve each equation, using inverse operations, .

ee -_ 1. 9w—54 W=6 2, b-12=3 D=15 3, ta
Resources

Locate Points on a Number Line

EXAMPLE | Graph +-2 by starting at O and
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counting 2 units to the right,

Graph ~4 by starting at O and
counting 4 units to the feft.
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8, 3—(-5) _8

12, 8—(-8) 16

e
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Skill 57 Inverse Operations

  

Line

nb gn ENEAE. Neg ORNL OTN Erie TeaeAEEpe

~7 —(-) =

=|—-7[—

=7—4,or3

=—3
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“Module 7 Challenge Extend-the-Math Lesson ActivitiesiinTE

“Module7Challenge Extend-the-Math LessonActivities in TE

“Module7Challenge Extend-the-MathLessonActivitiesin TE

—7+4 To subtract an integer, add its opposite.

Tha signs are different, so find the
difference of the absolute values.

141

Use the sign of the numberwith the

greater absolute value,

5-9 106-10 24 11.-5-(-3) 22

14.23-9 —12 15,0-(-6) 
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